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Publishing is not the end of the road: 
Communication and dissemination of science 

(on the internet)

Adrián GC - IFISC (UIB-CSIC)
Communication and Dissemination

(and enthusiast of the geek scientific disclosure)

Sorry but...



Uep!
I am Adrián García 
I don't really know what I'm doing here because I don't 
have a background in scientific communication lol

You can find me almost everywhere at:

@elfisicobarbudo
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(This is how we greet each 
other in Mallorca, Spain)

I love 
Power

 Rang
ers

(The Bearded Physicist, for 
obvious reasons)



What have I done?
related to the popularization of 
science, of course



SPAM
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CONFERENCES YOUTUBE EVENTS FOR CHILDREN

RADIO
TV TWITCH

SCIENCE FAIRS MUSIC VIDEOS TIKTOK MUSIC
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Why popularize science?
(beyond the fact that if it wasn't 
important, I was hired for nothing)

?
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Why should I popularize science if I am a scientist?

SELF-INTEREST
- Being heard talking about your 

work is cool
- You are more likely to have 

colleagues hear about you
- Science says your H-index will 

increase

YOU OWE IT TO US
- Citizens (probably) pay your salary. It 

is only fair that they know what 
their taxes are spent on

- Conscientious citizens will vote 
for politicians who favour 
investment in science (🙃)

- More science = less 
pseudoscience = less health 
spending = more taxes to invest 
in science
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The a
nswer

 is “ye
s”



But don't they pay someone at my 
university to take care of that?
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1. WHAT?
2. WHY?

3. TO WHOM?
4. HOW?
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1. WHAT?

The content you want to communicate. In this context: 
the conclusions of a paper or your doctoral thesis.
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2. WHY?

you

your PhD advisor

- Because you want to

- Because you are asked to do it

- For fame and money (but if this is your 

reason, I have bad news…)
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3. TO WHOM?

although they should maintain 
the safety distance
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4. HOW?

your

content



Let's review the most 
used social networks

Although you probably already know them
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Twitter

▧ Text (280 characters)
▧ A lot of institutional presence
▧ It also allows images and short 

videos (>2:20)
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Sorry



Twitter
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Twitter

▧ Text (280 characters)
▧ A lot of institutional presence
▧ It also allows images and short 

videos (>2:20)
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Sorry



Facebook

▧ Dying slowly
▧ Text, video and images
▧ Low presence of young people
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This i
s the 

typical
 

messa
ge I s

ee wh
en 

I ente
r FB



Instagram

▧ Images
▧ Also video but… meh
▧ Difficult to convert into a main 

channel
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No meme ‘cause IG
 is 

not a funny social 

network :(



TikTok

▧ Short videos (>1 minute)
▧ The only one where your reach 

is (almost) independent of 
your followers

▧ A lot of youth and child 
presence
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YouTube

▧ The king of videos
▧ >2.000.000.000 users. 79% of 

the internet users have an 
account

▧ Connected to Google searches
▧ Oversaturated
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🧪
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Video

PROS
● The most complete
● The most versatile
● Everybody likes videos
● You will learn many skills 

needed for the Internet 
Age

CONS
● The most complex (and 

difficult)
● The one that requires 

more different skills
● Requires expensive 

gadgets (PC, camera, 
mic…)
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Recommended 

soundtrack for this 

slide



How to make an 

outreach video in 

11 easy steps
26

now with examples!

For the cover I use
d "THE COOLEST I

MAGE 

OF THE INTERNET
" according to Googl

e
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1. The subject 
matter

unless you want to become “an influencer”
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Actually...
...just explain the conclusions of your last 

paper, for example.

...
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¯\_(ツ)_/¯



I will try to explain what Complex 
Systems are
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My example:



2.The 
notebook

Not this one
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Use it for...
...references, licenses of the audiovisual material, the 

text that will complement the video when it is 
published, individual ideas and, of course, the script.
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Ahhh, a ghost!Aaah, an 
ancient ghost!



I use Google Docs:
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My example:

Here I write:
● The script
● References
● Other ideas
● Links to resources
● The description of the 

video that will go on 
YouTube

● The shopping list
● Promotional tweets...



3. The “layout”
AKA the shape, the scheme, the design, the setup...
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So...
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The possibilities are (almost) infinite
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My example:

Key points:
● “Talking Bust”
● Use of animations 

and images
● Overlay text

Some frames of th
e

final result



4. The message

[placeholder for a joke]
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Summarize the message you want to 
communicate in a sentence (or two)
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No one will remember all the details of your video, so 
you have to aim well:

Communicate this idea will be your goal

Available room for S
cience in 

a typical brain 



My goal was to explain that:
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My example:

"Complex systems are those characterized by the 
emergence of certain properties that are not present 

when their elements are disconnected"



5. Define the 
target audience
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Define which audience you want to address
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and no, " to everyone" is not valid

At least you should define 
the education level and age 

(but you can segment as 
much as you want)



My target audience was:
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My example:

People between 25-35 years old with high school 
studies 



6. The steps of the 
ladder
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Define what concepts are necessary for the 
audience to understand your message (step 4)
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Having your target 
audience well defined will 
help you know how many 
and what prior knowledge 
is needed

Write down a list with all 
this items in your notebook

Over-explain

Under-explain



To explain what a complex system is I 
need my audience to know: 
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My example:
● What a SYSTEM is

● What does it mean that the 

elements of a system can 

INTERACT

● What is an EMERGING 

PROPERTY

All talks need a 

cloud of words to be
 

taken seriously so 

here's one 



7. Have an idea
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to introduce our PhD 
students into online
outreaching

Ask a bearded 

man to give a talk 

in the online 

workshop

Ask a bearded 

man to give a talk 

in the online 

workshop WITH 

MEMES



Your creativity is the only limit
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...although the easiest way is to start at the beginning 
and explain it as if you were a teacher



Analogies with Pop Culture
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My example:

For example:

Transforming robots ≈ Complex Systems

Search for similarities between 

elements known by all and the 

concept you want to explain



Other analogies with Pop Culture
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My example:

Heavy Metal shows ≈ Brownian Motion The spreading of the Star Wars Rebellion 

≈ SIS Model



The first 15 seconds must be eye-catching
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R
et

en
tio

n 
of

 th
e 

au
di

en
ce

Time

Let's see an example of 
WHAT NOT to do

https://youtu.be/WXgXIXwaI9o
https://youtu.be/WXgXIXwaI9o


Visualize everything you write
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Remember that you can embed images, videos and 
sounds

But be careful

You can and you should do it



General (and obvious) tips for your script
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▧ Short phrases

▧ Create a story and make the audience care

▧ Use examples, anecdotes, curiosities to bridge the gap 

between beginning and end

▧ Repeat important ideas

▧ Adapt your language to your target audience

▧ ...



Check the script before you start 
shooting
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!



Seriously, check the script before 
you start shooting!
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!!!!!



8. Time to record
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Before you press REC
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▧ Check that the battery is charged

▧ Find an interesting background (or not)

▧ Light up the scene (Natural light is OK but unstable)

▧ Set the frame (more or less close to the face)

best mic option



While recording
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▧ Don't talk too fast and vocalize

▧ It's okay if you make a mistake, leave it in the same shot and then cut it out 

in post-production

▧ Keep the script close by and mark down when you need to make a cut

▧ Record the voice-overs with the same set-up, so it will sound the same

▧ Don't move too much or you'll lose the frame

▧ Even if you get a good first shot, re-record it just in case
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My example:
So… kitties!

I don't really know what to put here besides my 68 

minutes of footage for a 10 minute video



9. Post-production
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Spoiler: you will be sitting in front of the computer for a looong time



Tips
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▧ Most used software: Adobe Premiere (20 €/month), Final Cut Pro X (330€), 

Vegas Pro (700€)... or DaVinci Resolve (free)

▧ If this is your first time, keep it simple and don’t overdo

▧ Everything you need to know is explained in YouTube tutorials

▧ Be consistent and define your own ‘style’: use always the same font, transitions...

It's very scary, I 

know.



The simplest workflow
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1. Put the video clips in order

2. Synchronise the audio (if you have recorded it externally)

3. Cut out bad shots

4. Embed images, texts and videos

5. Add effects and transitions (or better, don't put transitions)

6. Add sound effects (when embedded images appear, for example) and 

background music

7. Render it

8. Realize that you have made a mistake and go back to step 1
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Audio tracks

Video tracks

clips

previews

Audio controllers

effects

timeline



10. Upload
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Finally!



Final details
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Things you need to have ready

▧ An attractive title

▧ A description including references and all licenses of the images, sounds 

and videos you have embedded

▧ A list of keywords

▧ A cool thumbnail, some examples:
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My example:

Thumbnail

Description of the video

Related resources

Bibliography

My Social Networks

Credit of the images & sounds used

Nobody really reads 

this but...

¿Qué son los Sistemas Complejos? | Aristóteles es el líder de 

los Power Rangers

What are Complex Systems? | Aristotle is the leader of Power 

Rangers
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You’re done!



11. Promotion
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Post the link on all 
your social networks



Post the link on all 
your social networks

and don’t feed the troll
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Do you need some feedback on your 

future scripts/videos?

 fisicobarbudo@gmail.com      

I will send you a document with links to free resources  ;-)



“To become a Sushi Master, you must first 
have eaten A LOT of sushi
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🍣


